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Drive for all things STEM
- 21st Century workforce short on trade skills
- Keep up with the Jones’
- We’re outsourcing high-tech jobs
- Global forces are bringing manufacturing back on shore, but differently - and we’re NOT prepared

We love STEAM
- America has always embraced Art and Design READ: the user interface
- Objects are losing their meaning - unless they HAVE meaning
- Mass Customization
- Made by me, for me and about me.
- Distinctly unique
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- large
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- Milwaukee Area
  Bucketworks
  Milwaukee Makerspace
- Madison
  Sector 67
  The Bodgery
  Madison Bubbler (Library)
- Appleton
  Appleton Makerspace
  Neenah Public Library
- Whitewater Makerspace
- Fond du Lac - MakeBit

GREEN BAY

- Low median age
- Solid industrial base
- Industry poised for innovation
- Industry has jobs it can’t fill
- Mfg has low appeal to kids
- Hi tech seems out of reach
● There is a need to build enthusiasm for STEM!!
makerspace: broad definition

- formality
  - formal
  - informal
- size
  - large
  - small
- setting
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  - afterschool programs
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- formal
- informal
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- small
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- old
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- makerspaces
- art
- hackerspaces
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- Jon's garage
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...Career
...Product
...Business
...Adult
...Community
...Interest
...Passion
...Industry
...Idea
...Genius

... FILL IN YOUR OWN BLANK
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Basic tinkering/engineering projects
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**Phase 2:** Q2 2016 - 2018
Possible partnership with larger organizations.
Expanded size and capabilities with developing programs

**Phase 3:** 2018 - beyond
Stand-alone building with extensive capabilities, programming and community
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- Acquire space, initial equipment
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As we move on - we’re seeking:
- Board members - expand our circle, realize our vision
- Corporate, foundation and individual support
- Experts/enthusiasts to run workshops, clubs, teams, classes
Founders:
Dennis Rockhill
Jon Hill
Tim Hornberger
THANK YOU!!